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Abstract: 

In order to arrange funds and increase profits, scientific management department in enterprise needs to 

master the situation and development of scientific achievements. Scientific achievements have the 

characteristic of lag. Prediction in advance is beneficial for managers to improve working efficiency 

and effectiveness. In the paper we propose a prediction method of scientific achievements based on 

attention characteristics. The prediction framework consists of four modules. The data of working 

status are collected by advanced monitoring devices, while the current works ignore this kind of data. 

The attention features are extracted and processed for the convenience of model training. Our 

prediction model is time-sensitive, which could find the relationship between the achievements and 

their working period. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method works as well for 

any kind of scientific achievements. Its estimate accuracy and topic similarity is 48% and 70.6% better 

than benchmark models separately. 

Keywords: Scientific achievement, Predict, Time-sensitive, Attention characteristics, Monitoring. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The prediction of scientific achievements is important for scientific management department, which 

is responsible for arranging fund, promoting technology upgrades, and forecasting profit according to the 

future output of scientific results. Scientific achievements mean the published papers, books, intellectual 

property, prototypes etc. When it is predicted that there may have lots of intellectual property, funds for 

screening infringement and protecting the intellectual property rights need to be added. When many 

prototypes are predicted to be created, manpower, money and materials should be prepared in advance 

for large-scale production. When there would be many papers and books, budget for rewards and 

publicity channels should be considered. 
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There are certain complexity and challenge for predicting scientific achievements. First, it is hard to 

obtain data for quality of work in scientific research division. Although the number of staff doing 

scientific and technological research is easy to get, their working status are difficult to acquire. 

Sometimes one scientific worker is temporarily transferred to management position. Moreover, it is 

almost impossible to quantify the actual working time and efficiency of scientific workers. However, 

data of working quality is important for prediction of scientific achievements. Second, scientific 

achievements are shown in the forms of paper, book, intellectual property, report, prototype etc. Current 

working content and working quality influence future results output in different temporal hysteresis. 

Report and prototype would be fed back and validated in a short time. Paper, book and intellectual 

property need peer reviews, which may take a long time. Therefore, achievement output of a scientific 

division in a future time is not easy to be predicted accurately. 

 

Working quality of scientific and technological staff could be described based on attention 

characteristics. Attention is mainly viewed as the orienting and focus of certain objects in psychological 

activity, and is one common psychological characteristics along with the mental process such as 

sensation, memory, thought and imagination. There are two features: directivity and concentration. 

Directivity means that psychological activity tries to choose certain objects and leave the others. 

Concentration means the intensity of psychological activity on the chosen objects. In working time, 

scientific and technological personnel handle all kinds of work relying on electronic devices. Monitoring 

system could be used to continually obtain their attention situation, which provides the condition for 

getting and quantifying working quality and focusing area of scientific and technological personnel. 

 

To address the above problems, we design a prediction approach of scientific achievements based on 

attention characteristics in the paper. It tries to accurately predict scientific achievements and research 

directions of the given scientific division in the future time. In the paper we could give the estimates for 

the number of different achievements and their topic keywords. Our work could help scientific and 

technological managers grasp up scientific and technological trends of their different divisions. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the related work. The prediction framework based 

on attention characteristics are introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we present the concrete 

implementation of our proposed method. Experiments and analysis are demonstrated in Section V. 

Section VI concludes the paper. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Scientific and technological research plays an important role on enterprise development. The 

prediction of research hotspots is one of the newest applications in the fields of information science. In 

general research hotspots can be predicted by analyzing online articles [1] or academic literature [2]. 
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Based on academic literature, prediction of research hotspot falls into two types according to analysis 

objects. One is to analyze the citation relationship between the citing reference and the cited reference 

[3-5]. The other is to analyze text content [6] and its concrete methods include co-word analysis [7], 

word frequency statistics [8], social network analysis [9] and text mining technology [10]. For text 

mining technique, subject model tries to find the latent topic in documents, which derives from Latent 

Semantic Indexing (LSI) [11]. Strictly LSI is not a subject model, but laid the groundwork for 

developing subject model. A method called probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) is proposed by 

Hofmann [12], which is a method of data analysis based on dual mode and co-occurrence. In 2003, the 

famous Latent Dirichilet Allocation (LDA) method [13] is presented based on pLSI. It is an almost 

perfect probabilistic generation model, which include words, topic and document. We use LDA 

algorithm in our paper. 

 

Prediction of scientific achievements needs heterogeneous data including text information and image 

information. At present image processing algorithms fall into three types: objective detection [14], 

objective recognition [15] and OCR (Optical Character recognition) [16]. Based on the types, more 

sub-classifications such as semantic image segmentation, shape identification and visual tracking are 

forming. For text information, natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning techniques are 

efficient. Cognitive intelligence algorithm based on NLP consists of feature encoding, feature extraction 

and mapping knowledge. Feature encoding methods include ONE-HOT, Word2Vec [17], FastText [18], 

GLOVE [19], ELMO [20]. Feature extraction module can use RNN, LSTM [21], Transformer [22] and 

BERT [23] methods. 

 

In the area of information perception, people are reluctant to obviously show their relevant 

information and hidden data can be used to predict their cognitive status [24, 25]. Information perception 

is a collective term covering people’s sense and feeling. At present, the research on perception of 

relevant information mainly uses system log, screen recording and eye movement etc. Jiang et al. [26] 

use the document content and clicked data to find the relevance among documents, and following works 

add the attributes of staying time [27-29]. White et al. [30] indicate that the selection of texts is efficient 

for prediction. Now more wide data about user behavior have been used on user cognitive status [31]. At 

present perception of relevant information are mainly applied in information searching filed. For 

prediction of scientific achievements data about user behavior rarely are used. 

 

III. THE PREDICTION FRAMEWORK BASED ON ATTENTION CHARACTERISTICS 

 

The main idea of our proposed method is as follows. Firstly attention situations of scientific and 

technological personnel are automatically acquired and used to train prediction model for different kinds 

of achievements. Secondly data in critical time slices are chosen according to the time span of models 

and used to generate topic keywords. 
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Fig 1: The prediction framework based on attention characteristics 

 

Fig 1 gives the prediction framework of scientific achievements and research directions based on 

attention characteristics. The framework includes whole monitoring module, extraction module of 

attention features, prediction module of time-sensitive models and topic generation module. Whole 

monitoring module is to set different kinds of monitoring devices in working environment of scientific 

and technological personnel, obtain their original data of attention status and send the data to extraction 

module of attention features. Extraction module of attention features is to select and process the original 

data of attention status, and let them apply in the prediction of scientific achievements. The extracted 

features are sent to both prediction module of time-sensitive models and topic generation module. 

Prediction module of time-sensitive models is to design prediction models of scientific achievements and 

research directions, and used to predict the expected achievements in the appointed time. Topic 

generation module is to generate the corresponding topics according to time-sensitive weights and data 

of attention status. 

 

IV. THE CONCRETE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The concrete flow chart of our proposed prediction method is shown in Fig 2. First the original data 

of attention status is obtained and then the original data are selected and processed to form multiple 

sample sets. Based on the sample sets, different models are trained. Next the optimal model is 

determined by double standards of both estimate accuracy and topic overlapping. Last scientific 

achievements and their topic words are predicted based the optimal model. 
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Fig 2: The flow chart of prediction method 

 

4.1 Whole Monitoring Module 

 

The module sets up computer monitoring unit, recording device, seat-sensing device and monitoring 

unit for portable smart devices. They monitor working status and working content of each person in 

scientific and technological division. Their concrete process is as follows. 

 

(1) Computer monitoring unit records input information, output information and active time of 

working computers. Input information includes the input text content. Output information means the 

texts scientific workers read. Computer monitoring unit is a background supervising program installed 

on the working computer, which could compatibly open the common text editor or text browser such as 

txt, doc, pdf and etc. 

 

i. First we give how to record the input text contents. If we could get control of current software, 

API call mode is used to record the input texts in real-time. If we cannot get control right, we should 
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often capture screenshots and trace the change of texts. When there exist many redundant words in 

screenshots, OCR technique is adopted. 

 

ii. The way of recording the texts they read is as follows. If we could get control of current 

software, API call mode is used. Here, we do not get all the texts in the file but intercept part of the texts. 

If we use screenshots, the n lines of texts around current texts are recorded as the read information at the 

current moment. We formulate the concrete method as follows. The current moment is set as i
t , and the 

information during time [ , ]
i i

t a t a   is captured, where a  defines the length of time period. 

OCR technique is adopted to recognize the texts. After mergence and de-duplication operations we get 

the final read texts at the current moment. 

 

iii. The active time records two items: operation time and edit time. Operation time is the length of 

computer usage, which is the sum of reading time and writing time. Edit time is the time of editing 

documents, i.e., writing time. 

 

(2) Recording device saves the voice message during working time, which is carried by scientific 

staff. It is open during working hours. After recognizing the unique sound of each person, the voice 

messages are transformed into texts. 

 

(3) Seat-sensing device is used to record the time of setting on the seat. 

 

(4) Monitoring unit for portable smart devices saves input and output information of the used 

portable smart devices such as tablet and smartphone. The monitoring unit is built into the smart device. 

Screenshot capture and OCR techniques are used to recognize the information they edit or read, which is 

similar to working computer. 

 

4.2 Extraction Module of Attention Features 

 

The extraction module of attention features changes the sent data from whole monitoring module 

into time series data in order to facilitate model training. 

 

(1) First we set the length of a time slice, and the working status of scientific staff are recorded time 

interval by time interval. Let i denote one time slice. The length of one time slice can be one week, 10 

days or one month. 
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(2) Assume that j
p

 represents a scientific personnel, where j is the identifier. We let ,i j
p

 denote 

the working status of j
p

 during time slice i, i.e., 

          1 2 1 2 1

, , , , , , , , , , ,
( , , , , , , , , , )m e k k m e k k k

i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j
p

. Here 
   1 2

, , , ,
, , ,m e k k

i j i j i j i j  denote the 

reading time, editing time, read texts and edited texts of worker j
p

using computer during time slice i, 

   1 2

, , , ,
, , ,m e k k

i j i j i j i j denote the reading time, editing time, read texts and edited texts of worker j
p

using 

portable smart devices during time slice i, 


,i j represents the time of sitting on the working seat during 

time slice i, and 
 1

,

k

i j denotes the topic of worker’s speech during time slice i. 
 1 2

, ,
,k k

i j i j ,
 1 2

, ,
,k k

i j i j ,

 1

,

k

i j are all obtained through whole monitoring module. 

 

(3) We build a data set A, where i
a

 is a record in A during time slice i and computed as 

 
1 2

, , , , , ,

1 2 1

, , , ,

( , , LDA（ ）, LDA（ ）, , ,

LDA（ ）, LDA（ ）, , LDA（ ）| )

m e k k m e

i i j i j i j i j i j i j

k k k

i j i j i j i j j

a

p P

     

   





   

  
 

where P  is the set of scientific staff, LDA( ) is topic vector extraction function. Its idea is as follows. 

First all the texts in brackets are summarized into a long general text and denoted as h . Second LDA 

technique based on natural language processing is used to analyze h  and obtain topic weight vector or 

topic vector data. 

 

(4) We build label data of the presented achievements B , where k
b  is a record in B . The presented 

achievements mean the authorized intellectual property, the public report and published paper. Here k
b

records the number of achievements during time slice k  and the same kind of achievements are counted 

together. In general, the time slice of set B  is longer than that of set A. One time slice of set B  can 

be a month or three months. 

 

(5) Next sample data of different time intervals are generated. For k
b  during a given time slice k , it 

is hard to determine which time slice may influence the number of achievements at time k . System 

cannot automatically know how long it is before the working achievement could be presented. Therefore, 

sample data of different time slices should be prepared to train the models. As shown in Fig 3, the data of 
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achievement presentation could match with data of multiple working statuses, and sample data in 

different time intervals are generated as follows. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: The generation method of sample data in different time intervals 

 

i. Based on k
b , multiple records can be built, which is formulated as , | [ 0, )

m m
x y m k t    . 

Here m
y  is label data, m

x is attribute data and computed as （ | [ , )， )
m i i

x a i m m t a A    , 

where t  denotes the length of time slice.,m is the identifier of record and denotes the moment of the 

chosen working status. Label data is computed as 
1( , LDA（ ）)k

m k k
y b b , where 

1k

k
b  is the texts of 

achievements, 
1LDA（ ）k

k
b  is the topic weight vector computed in step (3). 

 

ii. For each k
b , step i) is executed to construct data records. The record set is denoted as

, | [ 0, ) ,
m k k

x b m k t b B      . 

 

iii. Let （ ）k m  denote the time lag between the chosen working status and achievement 

presentation. The data records with the same time lag are put into one sample set, i.e., based on the value 

of （ ）k m , all the records in are partitioned into distinct sample sets. For a given sample set k m
C

 , 

its records have the same time lag （ ）k m . 
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4.3 Prediction Module of Time-sensitive Models 

 

Prediction module of time-sensitive models separately trains models based on multiple sample sets. 

It predicts the topic and number of achievements during the next time slice based on the optimal model. 

We next introduce its method. 

 

(1) The generated sample sets from the extraction module of attention features is denoted as 

| [ 0, 1]
v

C v n   , where v  is the identifier of sample set, n  is the number of generated sample 

sets. 

 

(2) For each v
C , we train a model. The input is part of attribute data in v

C ：{ , ， }
m m

x y  , i.e., 

partial attributes i
a  are chosen from m

x  in v
C . Formally, the input is 

, , , , ,
( , , , , | )m e m e

i j i j i j i j i j j
p P           chosen from   ,

( ,m

i i j
a

         1 2 1 2 1

, , , , , , , ,
LDA（ ）, LDA（ ）, , , LDA（ ）, LDA（ ）, , LDA（ ）k k m e k k k

i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j
| )

j
p P . The 

output is k
b  in m

y . The training model can be any regression models of machine learning. The model is 

denoted as v
E  based on v

C . For the given tested data, let ˆvE

k
b represent the estimate value of v

E  

gives. 

 

(3) Next the optimal model is evaluated. We apply double standards including estimate accuracy and 

topic overlapping. The function of 
ar c mi n ( * )

vE
 

 is used to evaluate model v
E

, where 

ˆ| |vE

k k
b b  

 denotes the difference between estimate and real value,

1 2 1 2 1
, , , , ,

1

z { , , , , | [ , )， }

(LDA( z) , LDA( ) )
k k k k k
i j i j i j i j i j j

k

k

i m m t p P

D b
    


   

 
 represents the similarity between the topic of 

achievements and working contents, and ( )D  is cosine distance between vectors. The function tries to 

select a model whose product of   times   is minimal. 

 

(4) After we get the optimal model, the number of scientific achievements can be predicted. 

 

4.4 Topic Generation Module 

 

Topic generation module generates the topic weights according to the texts used by optimal model 

v
E

. First the topic texts in data of working status are found according to the corresponding time lag of 
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sample set in v
E

. Second the topic weights are generated based on the found topic texts. The 

computation method of topic weight vector is introduced in Section 4.2. Third the first n  words with 

the largest weights are regarded as topic words and sent to scientific management department. 

 

4.5 A Case Study 

 

In the section we assume to predict the number of paper publication in the following half year for a 

scientific research institute. The prediction is based on the above four modules. 

 

First whole monitoring module is to collect data of working status for scientific staff. Second 

extraction module of attention features is to process data of working status in order to form multiple 

sample sets with different time intervals. Third prediction module of time-sensitive models is to train 

multiple neural network models and choose the optimal one based on prediction accuracy and topic 

overlapping. Four topic generation model is to predict the topic and the number of scientific 

achievements. After prediction, scientific management department could prepare people and funding in 

advance for awards and transformation of scientific achievements. 

 

During implementation, it is better to separately predict conference paper and journal paper, since 

there are different publication periods for them. Separate prediction for scientific achievements would 

have higher accuracy rate. We will validate the difference in Section V. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

In order to validate the performance of our proposed method, we collect the data of working status 

and scientific achievements for 20 scientific workers from June 2019 to June 2021. In the section we 

will test the estimate accuracy of scientific achievements, and the topic similarity between predicted 

achievements and published achievements. We will also verify publication periods for different kinds of 

scientific achievements and find their own relationship between time spans and estimate accuracy. 

 

First we introduce a benchmark training model called B. Our proposed method is called A in the 

paper. Model B uses artificial neural network to predict scientific achievements based on data of 

working time. Fig 4 shows the change of estimate accuracy with the number of scientific workers. Here 

we use the value of λ to denote estimate accuracy as Y-axis. The number of scientific workers whose 

data of working status are collected is taken as X-axis. From the figure we see that the estimate accuracy 

becomes better when the number of scientific workers increases. It means that we should collect as much 

data as possible within budget in order to get high accuracy. Compared with B model, our method uses 

more exact and fine-grained data, and its value of λ is small relatively. 
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Fig 4: Estimate accuracy with the number of workers 

 

We next test the value of λ with different time spans for various scientific achievements. The 

achievements are divided into paper, patent and prototype. The time spans are set as six, twelve, 

eighteen and twenty-four months. Fig 5 shows the comparison results, which demonstrate that our 

method works as well for different kinds of achievements. In the figure we conclude that each kind of 

achievements has its own publication period. The experimental results are coincident with the actual 

publication period for paper, patent and prototype. Taking patent as an example, its publication period is 

twenty-four months. 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Estimate accuracy with different time spans for various achievements 
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Last we validate the similarity between predicted topic and actual topic of achievements. In Section 

4.4, we define an indicator θ, which denotes the similarity. Fig 6 gives the comparison results on θ 

value for different kinds of achievements. Here we introduce a model called C. Model C tries to collect 

all the texts to make topic extraction generally. From the figure we see that our model A performs better 

than C, since A could sensitively perceive that works at what time period are related with the actual 

achievements. However, model C just obtain the overall topic content in general. Among three kinds of 

achievements, paper has the lowest θ value and prototype has the highest θ value. The lower the θ value 

is, the higher the topic overlapping is. Therefore, the topic of paper is clear, while the topic of prototype 

is relatively hard to acquire. It is better to predict the topic when there are more data of texts. 

 

 
 

Fig 6: Topic similarity with different types of achievements 

 

VI CONCLUSIONS 

 

In the paper we propose a prediction method of scientific achievements based on attention 

characteristics of scientific personnel, which could help scientific management department estimate the 

topic and the number of achievements in the future. We choose multiple dimensions of input data such 

as read texts, edited text, voice message, working time etc. to predict the future scientific achievements, 

while most current works just consider simple input data. During feature extraction we use LDA method, 

and regression model is allowed to be adopted in model training. Two standards of both estimate 

accuracy and topic overlapping are introduced to validate the performance of our method. Extensive 

experiments demonstrate that our proposed method has high prediction accuracy no matter for any type 

of achievements. It performs 48% better in prediction accuracy and 70.6% better in topic overlapping 

than the benchmark models. The predicted publication period by our method is in consistent with the 

actual situations for paper, patent and prototype as well. 
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